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Dear Friends,

One of the perks as RTI President is to choose a Presidential theme for the year. Many people

asked me this year how I came up with my motto “On Fire For Tabling” and I’d like to take the

occasion of this newsletter to share “how”.

It took me various brain-storming sessions in order to narrow down a list from well over 20

ideas to 3-4 more tangible one. A good friend of mine, Fer van den Hurk (Past President of RT

The Netherlands) helped me tremendously in this process. His motto was “Tabling is a

Journey, travel it well” which also very much appealed to me. As someone who travels a lot

and has met many incredible persons throughout a 14 year Tabling life, I believe that some of

the best moments in Tabling life are when you “meet old friends for the first time”. Other

ideas on the short list were “Round Table – My Business” since I wanted to show how serious

I take Tabling (must be my German side ) and “Round Table – My Family” to show much

value I see in our movement and how close one is able to connect to others.

My aim was to find an authentic motto and a punch line to which ALL Tablers can relate to, no

matter if its on club, area, national, regional or international level. “Fire” and “energy” here

played a vital role and deciding for “On Fire For Tabling”. The aim was to find a powerful motto

and when I think about all the different facets of Tabling and how Tablers make a difference in

other peoples lives, I mostly identified myself with “On Fire For Tabling” since it only takes one

spark to ignite a fire and everyone of us does this in his Tabling life.

I then had two very creative brains in Round Table India, Shyamasis s and Vishal Sadarjoshi

who put initial sketches into the final logo as you know it now and who created my introduction

video at the RTIWM in Romania.

Seeing how the motto got adopted during this year by so many of you made me feel very

proud and I am always happy to see the hashtag #OnFireForTabling when someone posts

Tabling-related topics on social media. Thank you very much to all of those who helped me

creating a strong motto/logo and those who embraced

using it.

YiT

Sebastian “On Fire” Walter

RTI President 2019-2020
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COMMUNITY SERVICE COLUMN
F E A T U R E O F T H E M O N T H

Release Notes

Software, online tools, and platforms such as

TABLER.WORLD keeps on improving and

adding new features. In the monthly RTI

newsletter, we are updating you on these new

updates and releases. The platform keeps

evolving and, from a communication point of

view, we want to make it easier for you to

understand what is new. The team has added

the function of release notes to TW. You will

see a gift icon in the top menu bar which,

directly leads you to the recently added

articles for the new releases.

Past Member access

As we all know, your Tabling career will end.

When that happens, you will lose access to

TABLER.WORLD as well. Whenever you reach

that age, you’ll receive an email to choose

what you want to do with your TW profile:

archive or keep access. Then you can make a

choice:

More information, please see:

https://help.roundtable.world/knowledge-

base/login-access-for-past-member/

Dear Tablers,

a very special international Tabler year comes

to an end. A year with many challenges due to

Covid-19. And although not everything went as

expected and planned, it was still an exciting

year. I was most impressed by the way Tablers

found ways around the world to continue to

provide service

despite all

obstacles and to

help the weak in

our society. Thanks

a lot for this! Proud

to be a Tabler!

YiT,

Maxime
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As Zimbabwe continues to experience the brunt of economic adversity our

Tables have prioritised our charitable efforts to assist the most vulnerable

and hard-hit in our communities particularly old age pensioners, many of

whom have been left destitute and without any support.

The vast majority of the funds we have raised through our various

initiatives have gone towards providing essential medicines for destitute

pensioners;

installing solar systems and generators at old age homes; supplying and installing water tanks and

solar borehole systems to ensure a continuous

supply of safe potable water;

handing out over 900 food hampers to pensioners;

donating close on four tonnes of dried and tinned

food, as well as making regular donations of meat

and fish to old age homes;

donating medicine and diapers to three critical care

hospitals looking after old folk;

paying for emergency operations for pensioners

who can’t afford it;

installing and upgrading security systems at

numerous old age homes which have become easy

targets for criminals;

purchasing PPE and hand sanitizer for various

homes during the Corona Pandemic;

supplying hundreds of solar lanterns and torches to

pensioners who are being affected by rolling

electricity blackouts; and donating blankets as part

of our Winter Knights initiative.

We have also supported a number of other worthy

causes throughout the year including KidzCan

(children’s cancer charity); anti-poaching initiatives;

and numerous children’s orphanages. We have also

embraced the Movember initiative raising money to

pay for as many prostate cancer tests as possible.

There is a strong rivalry amongst the Tablers to see

U P D A T E F R O M
R O U N D TA B L E Z I M B A B W E
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who not only grows the most impressive moustache but who

raises the most money for this very worthy cause.

Our RT Zimbabwe flagship project the Rainbow Children’s

Homes is gaining momentum and we hope to have

construction underway in earnest as soon as the lockdown

has been lifted. This amazing project is the first of its kind in

Zimbabwe whereby children undergoing treatment for

cancer such as chemotherapy and radiation will have a place

to recover before returning home. This will have far reaching

and hugely positive impact on families who simply don’t

have the financial means to pay for treatment and aftercare

of their children who have cancer. We are incredibly proud

of this project and would welcome any support from Tables

worldwide to make this a state of the art facility.

Our usual means of fundraising has been thrown out of kilter

due to the Covid 19 lockdown, however this has made us

think outside the box and host a number of virtual

fundraisers which have been very well received and

supported. One outstanding fundraising effort was

undertaken by Tabler Mark Wilson (Harare RT23) who cycled

over 3,000km around Zimbabwe raising funds for

pensioners. It has been a remarkable undertaking and we

are incredibly proud of Mark’s achievement flying the RT23

flag around every corner of our country. RT23 also managed

to host their hugely successful Jail n Bail before the

lockdown which raised over US$150,000 in a single

afternoon! This is no small feat considering the economic

climate in the country. The money raised was used for many

of the worthy projects mentioned above.

On a national scale we continue to grow in strength with

there being four active Tables in Zimbabwe. Our

membership numbers are also the highest that they have

been in over a decade. There are currently three strong

tables in Harare (RT1 and RT23) and Bulawayo (RT49), with

the Masvingo RT11 showing significant growth this year

undertaking new projects and services, and actively driving

to increase their membership numbers. We are also in the

process of chartering a new table in Victoria Falls which is

very exciting. The last table that was in Vic Falls closed down

in the late 90s, so to re-establish one in this cosmopolitan
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town is incredibly pleasing and we hope they will

be fully chartered by the end of the year.

After years of stagnation RT Zimbabwe is finally

moving in the right direction again thanks for the

huge dedication and commitment from our Tablers.

Our aim is to try and establish Table numbers to

what they were in the past and in particular to

attract younger members who might not be aware

of what Tabling is all about. As our country

continues to face many adversities and difficulties

we will continue to Adapt, Adopt and Improve to

ensure that Round Table flourishes in Zimbabwe.

YIT Richard Pio

RT Zimbabwe President
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Life is a wonderful gift, especially when you can look back on it!

Believe you can and you are half way there .."Talk That Talk" (TTT) on August 1, 2020, was one of the

most awaited talk show in AMI REGION with the who’s who from all across the globe.. Tabler Ross

Crichton from RTSA, a real life hero with 80+ surgeries & 40% burn survivor, Tabler Sumeet Kabra from

RT India, a 4th Generation entrepreneur who transformed a family business into a thriving

professionally managed multinational with skills acquired during his tabling journey, Mr. Vijay Goel a

Corporate Lawyer from London UK, who achieved everything that life has to offer, from a humble

beginning to the guest lists of Buckingham Palace, London UK.

AMI Region Chairman Tabler Shrikant Saboo (SKS), took the initiative and the talk show became the

buzz of the globe .

Moderated by Past Circler Ashna Dhanuka & Past Tabler Narendar Aggrawal; life coach and master

facilitators, not merely staged the online event

for everyone but the creative introduction of

the guests, and smooth transition through the

various life aspects of the panelists kept the

audience glued to their screens. The event

was attened by over 125+ unique zoom log ins

and live streamed on AMI Facebook page.

https://www.facebook.com/Arvindmpandey/

videos/3166155800140832/

The event was a learning opportunity for

everyone and also a superb way to network

and Connect in these covid times.

TTT focused on talks about motivation,

inspiration and Business networking and The

new normal as that is our most delicate area

at the moment across the globe.

A wonderful take away form one of the

panelists :: Sometimes you wake up.

Sometimes the fall kills you. And sometimes,

when you fall, you fly.

T H E TA L K O F T H E G L O B E
I N S P I R I N G L I V E S
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As social distancing has slowed down the tabling activities country wide, the boys have continued to

push through and still give back to the communities. During the 2nd Quarter of 2020, Round Table

Zambia has registered 5 donations towards multiple causes including COVID-19

CHINGOLA RT NO. 7

Chanda Mutale – CRT 7 Chair

Waju Mweetwa – CRT 7 Fellowship Convener

Amos Chirwa – KRT 2 JT

Chishimba Kaela – RTZ President

PROJECT: Jackson Phiri Community School

Items Donated

• 100 Reusable Face Masks

• 60 Litres Hand wash Soap

SOLWEZI NO. 19

Scimury Chibuye – SRT 19 Chair

Brian Chingobe – RTZ Projects Convener

Timothy Kabuswe – SRT 19 Secretary

Terry Ngona – SRT 19 Stores Convener

PROJECT: Kijilamatambo School

Items Donated

• 200 Reusable Face Masks

• 60 Litres Hand wash Soap

• 2 Waste Bins

ITAWA RT NO. 16

Mofya Mulopa – IRT 16 Chair

Nichola Sitole – IRT 16 Projects Convener

Kampamba Lungu – RTZ Vice President

PROJECT: Washa Community School

Items Donated

• 200 Reusable Face Masks

• 60 Litres Hand wash Soap

U P D A T E F R O M
R O U N D TA B L E Z A M B I A
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KITWE RT NO. 2
In Collaboration with Spectra Oil & Zipro Zambia LTD

Nathan Kazembe – KRT No. 2 Chairman

Stephen Kalonga – KRT No. 2 Vice Chairman

Chibanda Kabwe – RTZ Treasurer

Chishimba Kaela – RTZ President

Titus Mwanza – 41ner Club Zambia

Recipient: Mayor’s Office Kitwe City Council

Items Donated

• 15 200L Heavy Duty Waste Bin

• 60 Litres Hand wash Soap

LUSAKA RT NO. 15
In Collaboration with American Institutes for Research,

Pharmanova Ltd, Wozani Resources

Moses Mafwenko – LRT 15 Chairman

James Chuma – LRT 15 Projects Convener

Innocent Nyambe – LRT 15 Stores Convener

Kampamba Lungu – RTZ Vice President

Chishimba Kaela – RTZ President

Recipient: UTH Speech & Hearing Centre

Items Donated

• 3 Pairs of Adult Hearing Aids

• 25 Litres Hand Sanitizer

• 10 Boxes Disposable face masks

• 10 Boxes Disposable gloves

• 1 Canon Industrial Printer

As the year has come with its own set of

uncertainties the onus is on us to continue to

adopt adapt and improve the best ways we can

in order to fulfil our obligations to the community. To fellow associations, service clubs and individuals

there is nothing like too little or too much to give because every little effort will go a long way – We live

to give

Adopt. Adapt. Improve.

YiT

Yasa Mulonga

Round Table Zambia

National Public Relations Officer 2020|2021
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Dear gentlemen,
roughly one year ago I was thinking of how to combine two of
my biggest passions: tabling and running. So I decided to run
the Hamburg marathon 2020 as a fundraiser and started
promoting this project during the World Meeting in Romania.
So far I am very happy about all the donations (money, pins
and other stuff which will be auctioned soon)! But it made me
even more proud that four awesome gentleman offered to
support me on the track as well (greetings to Arthur Podkocki
from RT73 Gütersloh, Christof Dehling from RT235 Amberg-
Sulzbach, Julien Lemal from RT66 Mainz and Yannick Schoon
from RT171 Bordesholm).
Originally the marathon was scheduled for April 2020, but as
you all know, something bad came up and the event was
postponed to September 13th 2020. Consequently, we
rescheduled our training plan and were optimistic to run
together just a little later.
However, the official event was cancelled again. Now we
decided to run a marathon on the rescheduled date anyways! But we wouldn't be Tablers, if we didn't
try to adapt our plan in order to make the best out of it...
Therefore, we would like to invite all of you to run a virtual marathon together with us! As we prepared
several months for this single day, we do not recommend to run 42km out of nothing. Instead you will
have one week to run, walk or hike the distance.
Join the "Round Table Charity Streakers" group
on Strava, share your results via social media
with hashtag #charitystreaker and dont forget to
donate!
All the funds are going to be divided: One half is
going to RTD84 project "TAE can read", which
produces and provides primary school books in
and for Uganda. The other half is going towards
the German NSP "Statt Plastik Becher" which
raises plastic waste awareness in German
kindergartens by exchanging plastic cups with
metal ones.
I am very excited to run virtually together with
everyone of you who takes the challenge! Even
if you don't make the 42km every kilometer
improves your personal health, education in
Africa and the global waste problem!
Thanks for your support!

Best regards and St. Pauli in Table
Stefan Harrichhausen
RT84 Hamburg St. Pauli

# C H A R I T Y S T R E A K E R
V I R T U A L M A R A T H O N
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BUILDING ON A STRONG FOUNDATION

Reaching out in unprecedented times

Our twin island
Republic of
Trinidad and
Tobago nestled in

the southern Caribbean, like the rest of
the world, experienced our first wave of
COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-2) during the first
quarter of 2020. Whilst this adversely
affected our economy, we did not let
this dampen our tabling spirit, we
quickly adopted to the new normal,
adapted to the restrictions, but went
into overdrive with our charitable
initiatives to improve the lives of those
less fortunate in society. We continue
with our "Food or Forty" charitable initiative (established since our charter in 2016) contributing
to fortnightly food hampers and partnering with other NGOs. Annual fundraisers like our
Parang lime (crowd pleasing Spanish-Trinidadian Christmas tunes) and Retro boatcruise party
allow us to take on special projects including our "Back to School books support", computers,
furniture donations and home repairs and where necessary. Currently our "Feed a family"
initiative will assist more than 150 families with basic food and sanitary items. We take special
pride in our ongoing charitable causes and will never cease to give our all in making the lives
of Trinbagonians happier and more comfortable.

International fun and fellowship

Our past year has been super exciting
commencing in July 2019 when our big
brother and then NEA Regional Chairman
Rasmus Faurby visited our shores with his
wife and son for the first time. Among the
many places that he and his family visited
were our beautiful Maracas Bay, where
they enjoyed many of our local foods like
the famous Bake and Shark, our world
famous Pitch Lake, San Fernando Hill,
Pigeon Point Tobago and nesting of the
leatherback turtle in Toco, just to name a

U P D A T E F R O M
R O U N D TA B L E T R I N I D A D A N D TO B A G O
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few. We were very honoured to have Rasmus and his wonderful family visit our beautiful island
and we hope to see him again soon!

In July 2019 our youngest Tabler, Nigel
Dookie was taken under the wings of
our infamous IRO Wendell Rattan, joined
forces with one of the region's most
established Tables RT Suriname and
ventured to meet our RT brothers in
Curaçao. Stories of legendary adventure
are well known at every gathering we
have!

Despite an intense tropical storm
bringing torrential rain and an
unfortunate power outage, our AGM
September 2019 was a special moment
for our Table as we had the distinct

pleasure of welcoming 3 new Tablers to the fold at our beach house in Toco, Trinidad. Mark
Dates, Ignazio Subero and Nigel Dookie were able to celebrate their induction into the world
of Tabling with guest Tablers from Suriname and Cornelius (then President of RT #16 Bregenz
Austria), taking the opportunity to make the event such a pleasure with their presence. Tours of
the North Coast, pub crawls, cricket on the beach and enjoying some of the sweetest local
cuisine were some of the highlights of this epic weekend.

Roll into 2020 and here comes Juhani Salo (IRO
RT-120 Finland) to our shores. Amazing
inspiration and display of courage to pursue his
dream of traveling the world (without the use of
airplanes and modern comforts!). His stories of
rugged adventure aboard cargo boats and his
experience of cultures would fill most men with
awe, especially over cold draft beers and warm
beach breezes at Maracas Bay. We were gifted
his signed nautical flag which has traveled with
him to 20+ countries along his epic journey.
While here, Juhani was able to join his newfound
brothers in Tabling at our natural springs, pools &
beaches, taking the opportunity to sample our
local delicacies such as "doubles", "broth" and
curry dishes along the way. At the Piparo Mud
Volcanoes Juhani and his spouse were able to
enjoy the skin cleansing qualities of the mineral
enriched mud that erupts there! He also grasped
the opportunity to teach physical education
courses at the Claxton Bay Primary and
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Tabaquite Secondary Schools. At the Chagaramus Nature Park we played games of cricket
where Juhani proved more than capable to hold his own in the wicket! It was a source of pride
for us to hear a man who had essentially travelled the world exclaim that he was utterly
impressed with the hospitality and fellowship he shared with RTTT. Safe travels Juhani, until we
meet again!

Pictures tell the tale.........

What's next ...?

The RT Americas are well poised for expansion and RTTT is supporting this with great fervour.
As inroads continue to be made in Mexico, Brazil, USA and the Caribbean, we are engaged
with our brothers in the region to explore the strategic alignment of our future goals. Trinidad
was chosen to be the venue of the next RT Americas fellowship event scheduled for March
2021 and we are extremely eager to meet our “old friends for the first time”.

RTTT's AGM is scheduled in the month of October 2020. Although COVID-19 cases have
increased locally in our beloved country, RTTT SF #1 will be committed to hosting its AGM in
the safest and most practical way possible. Looking forward to welcoming our new board
members and joining our international brothers virtually at the 2020 World Meeting. Hoping to
visit you in 2021 but until then we say - Later vibes!
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Between May 16th and 24th, 2020, the Round Table 106
Aubange (Belgium) launched the TABLATHON. The
concept? Achieve a semi-marathon distance (21
kilometres) over 9 days.

Because of the COVID-19 pandemic and the associated
lockdown in Belgium, RT106 Aubange had to cancel
several events. The Aubange Tablers however decided
to ADAPT and innovate with a new activity for raising
funds. Indeed, people most in need have never had such
need of solidarity than during these difficult times. In
particular the local section of the Red Cross sought for
help towards Round Table. This request couldn’t stay
without a proper answer.

For that reason, the RT106 Aubange decided to propose
a sport challenge easily attainable by anyone since it could be performed by running or walking in one
or several outings and whatever the place. If such physical activity was authorised during the
lockdown, the Tablathon has been designed so that participants could respect the sanitary measures,
essentially social distancing.

Thanks to internal skills, the RT106 Aubange was able to manage the organization of this event without
intermediaries. With a registration fee of 7.50 euros and low costs, the Tablathon resulted in an
impressive profit of 18,000 euros which is not bad for an activity designed in just a few days in a
lockdown context. Dedicated to a local public at inception, the Tablathon recorded registrations even
from abroad.

Participants did not count their efforts for this sporting and charitable challenge. In total 45,984
kilometers have been covered by 1821 persons. For motivating
participants, special prizes were allocated and a special one for
the Round Table totalizing the most kilometres. Overall the
participant who ran the most reached a total of 335 km while the
first woman ran 276 km.

For this first edition, the Tablathon already provided some great
stories. Several runners started their challenge at midnight on the
very first day to be the first finishers. Some others have walked
more than 50 kilometres in a raw while other participants have
simply returned to sport through this challenge.

After 9 days of sweat and fun, it is nothing less than 18,000 euros
that have been distributed to local associations. This first edition
being a real success, the Tablers from Aubange already invite
you for the next edition from May 8th to May 16th, 2021. Be
prepared for the Tablathon 2.0 and incredible surprises to come…

T H E TA B L A T H O N
S P O R T A N D C H A R I T Y
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Round Table Malawi today has donated Medical PPE to the value of Mk

1,920,000.00 (approx. US$ 2,500.00) to Kamuzu Central Hospital in Lilongwe for the

fight against Covid-19 in Malawi. Round Table Malawi acted upon an urgent S.O.S

message received in the National newspapers from KCH, where staff pleaded for

further PPE donation due to stocks running very low at the Hospital.

The RT Malawi Vice President, Arno Botha said: “We are very grateful that we are in a position to

donate further PPE to KCH after answering the S.O.S message received in the National Newspapers.

This would not have been made possible if

this was not for funds received from donors to

assist Round Table Malawi to carry out this

urgent and timely donation. We would like to

thank all the donors for their generosity and

we are glad that we could direct the funding

towards much needed PPE”.

Arno Botha was joined by the RT Lilongwe 32

Club Vice Chairman Mr. Mickey Sabelli who

was instrumental in receiving the PPE which

has been procured in Blantyre through the RT

Malawi Association Executives based there.

In total, Round Table Malawi has donated the following urgent PPE supplies:

• 2000 Disposable Mask,

• 90 Re-usable Safety Suits,

• 100ltr of Hand Sanitizer,

• 40ltr Disinfectant Concentrate to make 200ltr worth of Disinfectant Surface Cleaner.

The Staff from Kamuzu Central Hospital was very thankful for receiving the donation and said that they

will put all the PPE to good use. They also thanked Round Table for their continued support in the past

few months with all the donations made towards KCH so far.

To date KCH alone has received Mk 5,101,500.00 (approx. US$ 7,000.00) from donations from Round

Table Malawi since April this year for the fight against Covid-19. Round Table Malawi is busy with

planning two more donations in the Blantyre Area, and Dwangwa Area respectively the next week or

so.

U P D A T E F R O M
R O U N D TA B L E M A L A W I
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Round Table Malawi, with the help of its

three Clubs, Blantyre 20, Lilongwe 32

and Dwangwa 69 has since April 2020

donated over Mk 7,553,900.00 (approx.

US$ 10,200.00) to various Hospitals in

Malawi for the fight against Covid-19

and is pushing to raise more funds to

make a bigger impact in Malawi. Round

Table Malawi is set to donate a further

Mk 1,862,500.00 (approx. US$

2,500.00) in the coming weeks.

We really hope as Round Table Malawi

that we can inspire bigger Associations

to follow suit and help their respective

Health Industries all over the world.

YiT,

Arno Botha

RT Malawi Vice President 2020 / 2021

L I V E
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ALBANIA

TIRANA

Contact meetings ongoing,
looking for prospects

albania@rtinternational.org

In charge: RT Luxembourg

In charge: Bisai Tembo

RWANDA

Contact meetings ongoing
rwanda@rtinternational.org

KIGALI

fa
cti
on
sc
c.c
om

UKRAINE

In charge: Liviu Sacalov
Contact meetings ongoing,

Looking for prospects
ukraine@rtinternational.org

KIEV
In charge: Thami Benkirane

SPAIN

Contact meetings ongoing,
Looking for prospects

spain@rtinternational.org

BARCELONA

In charge: Eric Knaus

USA

Looking for prospects
boston@rtinternational.org

BOSTON
In charge: Eric Knaus
Looking for prospects

houston@rtinternational.org

USA

HOUSTON
In charge: Marc Jacob

USA

Looking for prospects
la@rtinternational.org

LA

In charge: Eric Knaus

USA

Contact meetings ongoing,
Looking for prospects

usa@rtinternational.org

SOUTH CONNECTICUT
In charge: Vaibah Vedak

VIETNAM

Looking for prospects
vietnam@rtinternational.org

HANOI

Looking for prospects
cameroon@rtinternational.org

In charge: Kongnso Cyrille

CAMEROON

BAMENDA
In charge: Jayant Agarwal

MALAYSIA

Inauguration done
aspa-chairman@rtinternational.org

KUALA LUMPUR



E V E N T O V E R V I E W
As you are aware, many events are being cancelled, postponed or held virtually right
now. We are hence not listing the events as usual and kindly ask you to contact the
corresponding convener for latest updates, or check the Event Section on
Tabler.World with its extensive search function and the Round Table International
Facebook Group for the most recent status of any event.

FOR COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS ABOUT THIS NEWSLETTER
Please contact: RTI Public Relation Officer, Stephan Zipperlen, pro@rtinternational.org
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http://rti.roundtable.world/cm/activities/
http://rti.roundtable.world/cm/activities/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/12777410058/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/12777410058/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/12777410058/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/12777410058/
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